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How do we calculate the travel time arrays?

The table above is a section of the interpolated allowance table for PcS. The far left column is the dt/dΔ 
values so we can use the PcP allowance table. This column is only used when we're dealing with a core 
phase that isn't PcP, PKP, SKS, or ScS. The bold values are directly from the JB allowance tables, while 
the rest of the values are interpolated using excel. This section shows epicentral distance (ED) from 0-
16 degrees and focal depth from 33-380.28km.section demonstrating how to calculate 
the allowance val

The JB allowance values above are subtracted from the surface focus condition (0.00km), to get the rest 
of the follow values for other focal depths. 



How do we convert the focal depth values to kilometers?

The JB allowance tables show focal depth in time units, where there’s surface, than 0.00 to 0.12. These 
were converted into kilometers to have more practical use. It is taken that the focal depths are given as 
fractions of the earth’s radius below the continental crust. It is given that 0.00 is the average depth of 
the continental crust – given to be 33km (Jeffreys and Bullen, 1967). The rest of the values 0.01-0.12 
are calculated as fractions of the remaining radius which is 6338km. 

What is the formula used to calculate Epicentral Distance (ED)?

ED = (Math.acos((Math.cos(Math.PI/2-(Q1*Math.PI/180))*Math.cos(Math.PI/2-(S1*Math.PI/180)))+
(Math.sin(Math.PI/2-(Q1*Math.PI/180))*Math.sin(Math.PI/2-
(S1*Math.PI/180))*Math.cos(Math.abs(Q2-S2)*Math.PI/180)))*180)/Math.PI; 

As can be seen the equation follows the equation cos (c) = cos (a) cos (b) + sin (a) sin (b) cos (c), the 
reason why the coded version looks rather long is because JavaScript along with many other computer 
languages do trigonometric equations in radians and not degrees. The Q1 and S1 are the latitudes of the 
earthquake and station, while Q2 and S2 are the longitudes. 

What is the formula used to do the bilinear interpolation?

tk = (((dl-d)*(EDl-ED))/((dl-ds)*(EDl-EDs)))*t1 + (((d-ds)*(EDl-ED))/ 
((dl-ds)*(EDl-EDs)))*t4 + (((dl-d)*(ED-EDs))/((dl-ds)*(EDl-EDs)))*t2 + 
(((d-ds)*(ED-EDs))/((dl-ds)*(EDl-EDs)))*t3; 

The table on the left shows the four quadrants t1, t2, t3, and t4. The numbers in [][], are to represent the 
code value for the element in the array for this example (20 degrees ED would not actually be [1][0] in 
an actual array but a later value than [1]). The schematic is just meant to show the numbering system. 
The table on the right shows all the values needed for bilinear interpolation equation and the coded 
value for each of those variables as well. The I and j are the values that are used in the for loops, where 
i is for ED values and j is for focal depth (d) values.



How can I find this website?
http://www.uwrf.edu/PES/Geology/EDPTT_Calculator.cfm

Example used:
*M6.5 – 32km N of Rabaul, Papua New Guinea Earthquake on April 23, 2013 14:42 UTC
Location: 3.911ºS 152.127ºE
Focal depth: 16.3km
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/

*Station Location
JUCM: University of California, Santa Cruz
37.00119ºN 122.04850ºW
http://www.isc.ac.uk/registries/

Source:
Jeffreys, H., and Bullen, K.E., 1967, Seismological Tables: London office of the British Association 
Burlington House, W.1 
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